Curriculum for Advanced database technology, spring 2004

The course book

  - Note that examples are not curriculum, meaning that the exam will not require knowledge of any particular example. (On the other hand it may be useful to read some of the examples to help you understand the text.)

Supplementary litterature

All supplementary material, except [CLRS01], is available at the course home page (http://www.itu.dk/people/annao/ADBT04/).

- [Arge01] = Lars Arge. External memory data structures. Section 1, 2.1 (persistent B-trees), 3-4 (static versions only), 4.1, 9.
- [Sanders03] = Peter Sanders. Memory Hierarchies - Models and Lower bounds. Section 1.3-1.5.

Other material

- Slides from the lectures.
  Available at http://www.itu.dk/people/annao/ADBT04/ .